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Samsung EJ-PS918 stylus pen Black

Brand : Samsung Product code: EJ-PS918BBEGEU

Product name : EJ-PS918

S23 Ultra S Pen for Galaxy S23 Ultra

Samsung EJ-PS918 stylus pen Black:

Pick your favorite color to match your creativity
Create, edit and navigate on-screen content with the updated S Pen in four eye-catching hues. Available
in Cream, Lavender, Green and Phantom Black, the enhanced S Pen will bring your ideas to life.

Organic feel with in-depth accuracy
The high-sensitive 4,096 pressure levels offer a natural and accurate pen-on-paper feel that brings
comfort and convenience when writing or sketching. The 0.7mm fine tip adds precision to your creations.

Take control of your phone from afar
Use the S Pen as a remote control. By clicking the side button or with a simple mid-air gesture, you can
capture shots, play music or videos, switch presentation slides and much more.

Get to S Pen actions quickly with Air Command
Air Command lets you personalize the S Pen actions to your preference. The shortcut menu enables a
faster workflow with greater degree of control, making your busy lifestyle more convenient.

Features

Device compatibility * Mobile phone/Smartphone
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility Galaxy S23 Ultra

Features

Suitable for touchscreen type Capacitive
Product colour * Black

Weight & dimensions

Tip diameter 0.7 mm
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